Diginext wins a contract from The United Kingdom Ministry of Defence

Aix en Provence, le 21 Octobre 2010

Conclusion of an international competition, Diginext one of the Tactical Data Links world leaders, wins in partnership with Synthesys, a contract of five years with the United Kingdom Ministry of Defence.

This contract is to provide a military communications testing service for the UK Armed Forces to ensure interoperability among frontline military aircrafts and ships such as E3D Awacs, Sea King Command Helicopter and the new TYPE 45 destroyer.

Diginext provides simulation and test tools (TactX product line) and its expertise in Tactical Data Links (L11, L16, L22, JRE, ...).

Diginext is proud to be part of this contract which allows its test and simulation tool TactX to be used as the cornerstone of the MOD testing facility.

“We wish that our partnership with Synthesys help us to accelerate our international development”, said Mr Thomas Fourquet, Director of Diginext.

Diginext in a few words

Subsidiary of the CS Group, Diginext is a high technology company internationally renowned for its expertise in the development of innovative technical solutions for Defence, Aeronautic and Transport applications. Since 1996, Diginext has grown by developing different activities and today 150 employees are located throughout France at Aix en Provence (HeadQuarters), Toulouse, Plessis Robinson (near Paris), Lannion (Britanny).